




Curated.
Our approach to workplace design is to support collaborative and individual work. Interiors are being 
defined by human behavior that lends itself to working in various amenities during the work day. We 
believe adjustability and variety encourages movement to flex between work styles and being able 
to balance quiet and communal areas is key for optimal performance. The Work Editions intent is to 
collectively align products for different amenities such as these. Our goal is to highlight the concept of 
curating products within environments that people want to work at.  





A design that adapts and interacts with the space around it. Scaled storage 
applications that are thoughtful of mobile workers. Hybrid work areas that 
support a variety of work styles. It is from these ideals that designer Mark Müller 
conceived Chameleon – a colorful/natural/artful, scalable casegood collection 
that achieves beautiful minimalism with soft shapes and profiles. 

Chameleon designed by Mark Müller



The system is configured with desks and storage to connect tasking and teaming. Table 
desks with solid wood legs overlay on credenzas. Stackable units and lean lines create levels 
of elevation while subtly defining personal space. Carefully curated color profiles provide an 
intentional fluid aesthetic within the collection.











Height adjustable table desks are in sync with casegoods.



Spire designed by Chris Carter





Coordinating Spire tables are available in occasional, conference and bar heights with optional surface power.





Designed by Keith Melbourne



Bota designed by Keith Melbourne

Bota Booth is a relaxed meeting hub of two facing lounge units 
surrounded by an acoustic cocoon.  Integrated tables in veneer 
or laminate make Bota Booth an instant mini conference room 
accommodating four to six people.  The interior and exterior 
back wall allows for a wall-mounted TV, marker or glassboard 
encouraging uninterrupted productivity and focus.





Bota Islands add a spontaneous seating surface to common areas. With 360 degrees of perching space, users 
can relax, enjoy conversation or work. Large ottoman sizes along with the option of power provide space to 
spread out and become modular. Multi-fabric applications give distinctive style. 

Bota Island



Bota Swivel Chairs with Chameleon Bookcase





Bota Modular with Bota Freestanding Table



Bota Modular with EdgeWorks Conference Table



Lisso



Milner



Milner designed by Michael Wolk





Roki shown in clear walnut with copper







Thinking Quietly

Thinking Quietly
designed by Thinking Works Design Studio

In a lively setting, Thinking Quietly’s range of acoustic furniture turns the 
volume down on peripheral sound. Noticeably reducing reverberation 
and improving the acoustic conditions in the office, the Thinking Quietly 
range extends to workstations, tables and accessories.



Thinking Quietly 4 Person Workstation



Thinking Quietly Workbay
designed by Thinking Works Design Studio

A collective atmosphere where modular solid oak framed acoustical 
panels can be arranged for private workstations or meeting spaces.  
Panels quickly join creating hubs of assorted sizes and layouts.   Zigzag 
Workbays use alternating panels to snake back and forth creating 
triangular work centers with surfaces that adjust from sitting to 
standing height.  Thinking Quietly Workbays provide any common 
space or open office with sound relief and privacy options for enhanced 
productivity.





Thinking Quietly Workbay

Photo Credit: Mirvac



Thinking Quietly Workbay



A product like nothing else available in the contract 
market, the Cone is an overhead meeting space 
designed to create privacy for users, significantly 
reducing noise and creating a balanced sound 
environment. 

The Thinking Quietly Cone design entails a tapered, 
round, solid oak frame with acoustic walls and an 
open top. Suspended above the floor, the Cone 
creates quiet zones in public areas by trapping sound 
as it naturally expands.

Thinking Quietly Cone
designed by Thinking Works Design Studio



With a visibly light aesthetic, EdgeWorks Conference Tables 
accommodate small meeting rooms to expansive conference rooms. 

The steel frame features a uniquely designed hub plate and rails. 

Workstations seat up to 10 users with front and side privacy panels. 
A sliding metal frame allows EdgeWorks Workstations to expand and 

contract, adapting to ever changing work environments.  

EdgeWorks
designed by Thinking Works Design Studio







EdgeWorks Training Tables



EdgeWorks 4 Person Facing Workstation



EdgeWorks Standing Height Conference Table



Die cast aluminum feet give Diva “high heels,” enabling power options and eliminating cord clutter. Diva allows 
tops to span up to 144 inches without the need for a center support leg. Diva meeting tables come in conference 
or bar height, and sizes accommodate anywhere from two to twenty-two people comfortably. Smart powered 
legs run wires from a hidden plywood undercarriage that easily slides open and closed to connect and conceal. 

Diva
designed by Thinking Works Design Studio





A collection designed for today’s work style with our 
largest offering of products, mixed materials, distinctive 
edge details and options. Central Park is our most 
versatile collection.

Central Park
designed by Randy Hollingsworth



Linak lifts are programmable at sitting and standing heights, and can be controlled from the user’s smartphone.





Central Park





Central Park Reception 



Signature trestle metal bases and exposed plywood tops bring an industrial element to Rail’s collaborative 
workspace solutions. Four and six-door locker systems and all-in-one storage units provide unique organizational 
choices for users.

Rail Private Office



Signature trestle metal bases and exposed plywood tops bring an industrial 
element to Rail’s collaborative workspace solutions. Rail embodies a functional, 
yet flexible offering, blending both open and private office environments.

Rail Private & Open Office



Rail Reception



Rail Open Office



The play on thick and thin is a distinguishing characteristic throughout 
the Rift collection. Rift takes its name from the rift cut tech grain that 

runs horizontally on all face planes. 

The tech grain, inset panels and monolithic cases create a modern, 
linear and minimalist aesthetic. Take Rift to a new level with integrated 

sit/stand technology.

Rift designed by David Allan Pesso





Rift height adjustable table desk





NOT SO square designed by Randy Hollingsworth



NOT SO square desking features sharp beveled edges and a signature metal foot. 



NOT SO square Workstation



NOT SO square Open Cafe Table



Choose your table

View current Grove inventory at darran.com to select your own table; available sizes include 
76”, 96” and 120” lengths.  Embrace beauty in its rawest form and celebrate the individuality of 
natural solid wood.



Grove Tables and Stools



Our Conferencing collection includes each of our desk and workstation styles, helping you create collaborative 
meeting areas that seamlessly match the aesthetic of your entire work space.

Conference 



Metal conference base with white back painted glass top





Boss Conference



Inspired by microscopic plant cell structures, Cell table 
collection was designed to capture the soft forms of nature. 
The collection is comprised of unique side and coffee table 

heights overlapping to create striking visual interest. 

Cell designed by Keith Melbourne





Cantilever polished chrome legs



Tablo designed by Michael Wolk

The name was taken from “low table,” and combines design elements from both residential and contract design. A 
modular lounge and table collection, Tablo consists of platform bases and plush cushions that can be configured to 
blend the perfect balance of home and office.



Filmore designed by John Stafford & Chris Carter 

Sleek and modern, Filmore’s diversified pieces encourage individual or 
collaborative thinking. Backless benches, angled pieces and chairs that 
gang horizontally create virtually endless possibilities for lobbies and 
public spaces.



Select round anodized aluminum metal or tapered wood legs



Posh designed by John Stafford & Chris Carter



Covet designed by Michael Shields



David Allan Pesso
Rift

“I truly believe that in our ever-shrinking, multi-task-
ing, media-intensive global economy, good design is 
the lubricant that keeps the machinery running and 
the market engaged with your brand.”

Chris Carter
Spire, Lisso, Cosmo, Filmore, Maxton, Monroe, 
Murphy, Posh

“My approach to designing and creating is this - less 
is more.”

Mark Müller
Chameleon

“My goal has always been to design products that 
can stand on their own as design elements.”

Randy Hollingsworth, DARRAN Founder
Capitol Park, Central Park, NOT SO square office, 
Prado, Richmond Park

“I wanted to create products that are timeless, 
offering broad functionality and good value through 
multiple material palettes.”

designers.



Michael Wolk
Milner, Tablo

“The tight grid office plan has faded and become less 
meaningful to the younger, newer workspaces.”

Keith Melbourne
Bota, Cell, Lamina

“For me, being a designer is a sense of freedom.”

Thinking Works Design Team
Diva, EdgeWorks, Thinking Quietly, Roki

“Above all, we are curious. Why curious? Because 
curiosity finds new ways.”

Rick Mullins
Ridge

“I have always fortunately had the ability to make just 
rough sketches, whether a house, a car or furniture, 
and create the project entirely off that one piece of 
paper.”

John Stafford
Cosmo, Filmore, Maxton, Monroe, Murphy, Posh

“Minimalist design with modernist appeal.”

Michael Shields
Covet

“Conservative contemporary” best describes 
Michael’s stylistic approach, following a “less is more” 
path to aesthetic solutions.
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